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The DLC overall wasn't terrible, just not worth the time it took to play Pros- +Powerful weapons and lots of ammo +Interesting
setting +a very cool ending +Fun characters from different eras of time (Cowboy, Prewar solider, etc.) Cons- +Too long with
out very much diversity +Fighting aliens was novel at first, but got dull quickly +not worth $5 +lots of shooting with few RPG
elements Overall: Only buy if you are into shooting and pushing buttons for 4 hours. The DLC is very indepth and I love the

way the story is introduced to the player. The fact that you havge so many choices in this DLC compaired to many others games
are very astounding and show that this DLC is ready for playing and ready for beating.. I liked it, and its worth a buy, but

compared to the other DLCs its the weakest.. friggen awesome. This DLC sucks. Adds barely anything into the game. Only a
few new weapons are added. The quests are long and are boring. u2665u2665u2665u2665 this DLC. EDIT: To anybody who

thinks I don't like this game, I love the actual game, but do not bother with this DLC, you will regret it if you don't listen.. This
DLC sucks. Adds barely anything into the game. Only a few new weapons are added. The quests are long and are boring.

u2665u2665u2665u2665 this DLC. EDIT: To anybody who thinks I don't like this game, I love the actual game, but do not
bother with this DLC, you will regret it if you don't listen.. i wont to vote no on recommending this dlc because its has so many
glitches,but i voted yes, aside from the aliens being hard to kill and the TelePrompTers not working when you need them too. i

hope the problems get fixed.. Mothership Zeta is definitely one of the best DLCs I've ever played on any game. if your
character uses energy weapons, then you should buy this DLC. It was extremely fun, and I loved the stereotypical aliens.
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